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Abstract. We present a method for estimating emissions
of long-lived trace gases from a sparse global network of
high-frequency observatories, using both a global Eulerian
chemical transport model and Lagrangian particle dispersion
model. Emissions are derived in a single step after determin-
ing sensitivities of the observations to initial conditions, the
high-resolution emissions field close to observation points,
and larger regions further from the measurements. This
method has the several advantages over inversions using one
type of model alone, in that: high-resolution simulations can
be carried out in limited domains close to the measurement
sites, with lower resolution being used further from them; the
influence of errors due to aggregation of emissions close to
the measurement sites can be minimized; assumptions about
boundary conditions to the Lagrangian model do not need
to be made, since the entire emissions field is estimated; any
combination of appropriate models can be used, with no code
modification. Because the sensitivity to the entire emissions
field is derived, the estimation can be carried out using tradi-
tional statistical methods without the need for multiple steps
in the inversion. We demonstrate the utility of this approach
by determining global SF6 emissions using measurements
from the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment
(AGAGE) between 2007 and 2009. The global total and
large-scale patterns of the derived emissions agree well with
previous studies, whilst allowing emissions to be determined
at higher resolution than has previously been possible, and
improving the agreement between the modeled and observed
mole fractions at some sites.
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1 Introduction
Atmospheric mole fraction measurements provide valuable
information on the sources and sinks of long-lived trace
gases, provided that an appropriate relationship between the
surface flux and the observations can be estimated using
chemical transport models (CTMs). For the majority of long-
lived greenhouse gases and ozone depleting species, these
observations are primarily made at the surface, either at high-
frequency in the case of in situ stations, or at weekly to
monthly intervals in the case of flask sampling sites. When
attempting to extract regional surface flux information, high-
frequency observations are particularly powerful. However,
such in situ networks currently have a low spatial density,
and will likely continue to do so in the near future. There-
fore, the challenge for any inverse method that uses this data
is to maximize the information that can be extracted from
such a network.
This paper will primarily focus on the Advanced Global
Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE, Prinn et al., 2000)
and affiliated networks, which measure over 40 trace gases
at high-frequency and precision at eleven locations world-
wide. However, the methods developed will be applicable
to any global, high-frequency network measuring long-lived
species (e.g. the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration, in situ program, Geller et al., 1997).
Sources of many gases have been derived using the
AGAGE network with two types of CTM: Eulerian models
in which atmospheric transport and chemistry is calculated
relative to some coordinate system (e.g. a fixed 3-D grid), or
Lagrangian models, where diffusion and chemistry are cal-
culated from the perspective of air parcels that are carried by
the wind.
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Global Eulerian models have been used extensively for the
inversion of global emissions and emissions from large re-
gions using AGAGE and other data (e.g. Gurney et al., 2002;
Chen and Prinn, 2006; Rigby et al., 2008, 2010). Source-
receptor relationships in these inversions are derived using
perturbed emissions from large regions of the globe and mul-
tiple forward model runs. This approach is simple to imple-
ment, but the computational cost prevents disaggregation of
the global emissions field into a large number of emissions
elements (e.g. grid-scale elements). A common problem is
therefore “aggregation error”, in which spurious optimized
emissions may be produced by an incorrect spatial distribu-
tion within each bulk region. To reduce the influence of ag-
gregation errors in an Eulerian modeling framework, two ap-
proaches have been used: coding of an adjoint of the CTM,
or the approximation of the a posteriori solution and covari-
ance with the use of ensembles of randomly perturbed emis-
sions fields. The adjoint method allows a cost function to be
minimized through the production of computer code that di-
rectly determines the sensitivity of observations to the emis-
sions field (e.g. Kaminski et al., 1999; Meirink et al., 2008;
Kopacz et al., 2010). However, for most CTMs an adjoint is
not available and represents a significant technical challenge
to develop. The ensemble method, in contrast, is relatively
simple to implement as no code modification is required, in-
stead source-receptor relationships are approximated using
multiple random realizations of the emissions field (e.g. Pe-
ters et al., 2005). A limitation of the ensemble approach
is that, in general, a large number of perturbed fields must
be propagated through the CTM in order to prevent signifi-
cant sampling uncertainties in the derived sensitivities. One
problem common to most inversions using global Eulerian
CTMs is that very high resolution simulations can become
highly computationally expensive. It is particularly desir-
able to have increased resolution close to a measurement site,
where small transport uncertainties can have a large impact
on the derived emissions field. To address this problem, some
Eulerian CTMs now have a “zoom” capability in which high-
resolution regional grids are nested within a coarse global
grid (e.g. Krol et al., 2005). However, such schemes have
only been developed for a small subset of CTMs at present.
Lagrangian particle dispersion models (LPDMs) calculate
the sensitivity of measurements to the surrounding emissions
field by tracking a large number of “particles” backwards in
time for a limited number of days and determining where
they intercept the surface layer. The sensitivity of each ob-
servation to the emissions field is often referred to as the
“footprint” of the measurement. Regional emissions have
been determined using AGAGE measurements and several
LPDMs (e.g. O’Doherty et al., 2004; Stohl et al., 2009; Man-
ning et al., 2011). Whilst such regional approaches largely
avoid aggregation errors (since sensitivities to each grid cell
surrounding a measurement are directly calculated), a limi-
tation is that boundary conditions must be estimated to ac-
count for emissions into the atmosphere farther back in time
than the temporal extent of the back-trajectories. This is
usually achieved by identifying observations that represent
background air and interpolating between them (e.g. Man-
ning et al., 2011), or by statistically estimating some offset
that must be applied to the observations over some time pe-
riod (e.g. Stohl et al., 2009; Vollmer et al., 2009). A limita-
tion of the first approach is that background mole fractions
that are lower than the observed values cannot be identified,
whilst one problem with the second is that constant back-
ground levels must be assumed over some time period. One
of the major strengths of LPDMs is that the calculated foot-
prints can be used for any gas, provided that its lifetime is
much longer than the back-trajectory timescale.
In this paper, we present a method whereby outputs from
Lagrangian and Eulerian CTMs can be coupled in order to
make use of the strongest aspects of both for simultane-
ous global and regional emissions estimation. This will be
achieved by combining sensitivities calculated using both
models. Previous studies have coupled these two types of
model in the time-domain to simulate mole fractions using
high-resolution emissions fields (e.g. Koyama et al., 2011).
The approach that we present here has been specifically de-
veloped to address the problem of extracting global and re-
gional emissions information from a spatially-sparse, high-
frequency monitoring network such as AGAGE. The advan-
tages of our method are that:
– No code modification of either CTM is required, mak-
ing it applicable to any combination of global Eulerian
model and LPDM
– Emissions from individual grid cells can be derived
close to the high-frequency monitoring sites (using the
LPDM) and from large regions further from them (us-
ing the Eulerian model), reducing aggregation errors at
minimal computation expense
– High-resolution simulations can be performed over lim-
ited regions close to the monitoring sites, and at coarse
resolution for the rest of the globe, minimizing the com-
putational load of such a high resolution inversion (as
was identified by Roedenbeck et al., 2009)
– Once run, the LPDM output can be applied to any long-
lived gas
– Time varying boundary conditions to the LPDM are im-
plicitly estimated in the scheme
We outline a method to achieve a global inversion with re-
gional high-resolution emissions estimates in a single step.
This is presented as an alternative to the recent work by Roe-
denbeck et al. (2009), who outlined an inverse method in
which a course global inversion was first solved, and then
a second high-resolution inversion was performed in one
region using the optimized emissions from the first. Our
one-step approach has the advantage that covariances can be
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Fig. 1. A schematic of emissions regions and sensitivities. Two large “non-local” regions are shown from which bulk emissions are estimated,
and two “local” regions close to monitoring sites, within which small-scale emissions can be estimated. The arrows show examples of the
sensitivity components, with each arrow originating from an emissions element (cell i in local region 1 and j in local region 2) and ending
at a measurement site. The grey dashed arrow indicates the sensitivity component calculated by the LPDM and the solid black arrows show
the sensitivity components calculated by the Eulerian model.
easily retained between emissions within the high-resolution
regions and those outside, and that independence between
prior information and the observations can be ensured by
only using the observations once. Further, we outline a
method by which we can explicitly track sensitivities of all
observations to emissions from multiple “high-resolution re-
gions”.
2 A one-step inverse method using a particle dispersion
model and global Eulerian model
For most long-lived trace gases (with lifetimes of years or
longer), the assumption that atmospheric mole fractions re-
spond linearly to changes in emissions holds extremely well
at current global emission rates. By using this linearity, we
can relate a vector of observations (y) to a vector of param-
eters, which here consists of emissions and initial conditions
(x), using the equation (e.g. Tarantola, 2005):
y=Hx+ residual (1)
Here H is a matrix of sensitivities of the observations to
changes in emissions or initial conditions (a “Jacobian” ma-
trix of partial derivatives). H is to be estimated using the
CTMs. We further exploit the linearity of the system by de-
composing the sensitivity matrix and parameters vector into
three components:
H= (HIC,HNLE,HLE) (2)
x= (xIC,xNLE,xLE)T (3)
where HIC is the sensitivity of all the observations to some
initial conditions, HNLE is the sensitivity of all the observa-
tions to bulk emissions regions further from the monitoring
sites, and HLE is the sensitivity of all the observations to each
emissions element (or small aggregated regions) close to the
monitoring sites. The distinction between the non-local and
local emissions is shown schematically in Fig. 1. We will
estimate HIC and HNLE using a global Eulerian CTM (see
below). As noted by Roedenbeck et al. (2009), the sensitiv-
ity of the observations to the local emissions field must be
further decomposed into two parts:
HLE=HLE,LAM+HLE,EUM (4)
The term HLE,LAM contains the sensitivity of the observa-
tions at a particular site to emissions immediately surround-
ing the monitoring site as calculated by the LPDM (or La-
grangian model, which we refer to as LAM in the equations).
However, since the LPDM trajectories are finite in time, we
must account for both the long-term fate of the emissions as
they are mixed into the global background, and the impact
of the emissions from one LPDM region on observations at
another. These factors are contained in the matrix HLE,EUM
and will be estimated using the Eulerian CTM (EUM).
Methods for calculating each term in the sensitivity ma-
trix are discussed in the subsections that follow. Once the
combined sensitivity matrix (H) has been derived, Eq. (1)
can be solved in a variety of ways (for details see Khasibatla
et al., 2000; Enting, 2002; Tarantola, 2005; Wunsch, 2006,
and Sect. 3 of this paper).
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2.1 Sensitivity to initial conditions (HIC)
In the above scheme the initial mole fraction in the atmo-
sphere must be accounted for, since a reference run of one
model cannot be performed (as with inversions involving
only one model, e.g. Chen and Prinn, 2006; Rigby et al.,
2008, 2010, and others). It is unlikely that the entire 3-D ini-
tial mole fraction field can be estimated for every model grid
cell in the inversion (both because of the lack of an adjoint in
general, and because of the highly under-determined nature
of such a problem). Therefore some method must be used
to account for the initial mole fractions at each measurement
site. In the example below, in which trace gas emissions for
the period 2007 to 2009 were determined, the initial condi-
tions were estimated by including four terms in the param-
eters vector xIC and four columns in the matrix HIC: one
describing the sensitivity of the observations to a uniform at-
mospheric mole fraction at the beginning of 2004 and three
for global total emissions in 2004, 2005 and 2006. The sensi-
tivity of all of the observations to each of these terms was es-
timated, along with their influence on observations between
2004 and 2006. A three-year period was chosen to allow re-
alistic inter-hemispheric and stratospheric-tropospheric gra-
dients to be set up before the start of 2007. Sensitivities were
estimated by perturbing each quantity and tracking the re-
sulting mole fractions with the Eulerian model.
2.2 Sensitivity to non-local emissions (HNLE)
The term “non-local emissions” used here refers to estimates
of emissions from large areas outside of the regions for which
the Lagrangian model is used to estimate sensitivities (see
Fig. 1). Sensitivities of the observations to emissions from
these regions can easily be estimated by perturbing emis-
sions from each region, relative to some reference emissions
field, and tracking the modeled mole fractions at the mon-
itoring locations (c.f. Chen and Prinn, 2006; Rigby et al.,
2010). An example of the sensitivity of measurements at
Gosan, South Korea to several non-local emissions regions is
shown in Fig. 2a. Sensitivities to emissions from each conti-
nent (North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa,
Oceania) are shown in the figure, excluding emissions from
four local regions used in Sect. 3.
2.3 Short-timescale sensitivity to local emissions
(HLE,LAM)
Short-timescale sensitivity refers to the impact on the mea-
surements of emissions close to monitoring sites over
timescales of the order of days (e.g. “pollution events”). This
component is directly estimated by the LPDM (see Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 2. The sensitivity of SF6 observations at Gosan, South Ko-
rea to: (a) perturbations in 2008 emissions from the six non-local
regions used in the SF6 inversion in Sect. 3; (a) changes in 2008
emissions from one grid cell close to the monitoring site. In (b) the
red line shows the contribution that this emissions element makes to
the background mole fraction, as calculated by the Eulerian model
(HLE,EUM), whilst the blue line shows sensitivities calculated by
the LPDM (HLE,LAM). The blue line has been added to the red line
to show the overall sensitivity due to this grid cell (Equation 4).
2.4 Long-timescale sensitivity to local emissions
(HLE,EUM)
Given the finite length of time that back-trajectories can be
realistically calculated in the LPDM, the long-term fate of
emissions originating from regions close to the monitoring
sites must be estimated. This can be achieved using the Eule-
rian model. There are two types of long-timescale sensitivity
that must be estimated for emissions close to a monitoring
site: the impact of a change in emissions close to one site
on the mole fractions measured at another, and the long-term
impact of emissions close to a site on that site.
As shown in Fig. 1, imagine we have two measurement
stations (Station 1 and 2), surrounded by two “local” re-
gions (Regions 1 and 2). To estimate the sensitivity of mole
fractions at Station 2 due to a change in emissions close to
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Station 1, the Eulerian model can be run with perturbed emis-
sions for the whole of Region 1 (provided the sites are not
too close together). The sensitivity can be estimated from
the difference between the reference and perturbed runs. If
the sites are close together, however, aggregation errors may
result, in which case the perturbation to emissions Region 1
may need to be sub-divided, or if the sites are very close, the
local region could be extended to incorporate both stations.
If the region is very large, the perturbation may also need to
be sub-divided, so that changes to the background mole frac-
tion due to emissions from different parts of the local region
are more accurately modeled.
The more difficult sensitivity to estimate is the long-term
impact of near-field emissions on the local measurement site
(e.g. the contribution of emissions from near Region 1 to
the background mole fraction measured at Station 1). This is
because an Eulerian model run with a perturbed local emis-
sions field will contain both the change in the background
mole fraction that is desired, along with short-term fluctua-
tions that are already being accounted for by the LPDM. The
challenge is therefore to retain the long-timescale part of the
perturbed local emissions signal, and remove the short-term
“pollution events”. The way that this may be achieved in the
most efficient way will be dependent on model architecture.
The method we will use in Sect. 3 is to run two sets of per-
turbed emissions for each local region. One set of perturbed
emissions propagates through the model as usual (the same
runs as were used to estimate inter-site sensitivity), and a sec-
ond exhibits the usual transport and chemistry until it leaves
the local region at which point it encounters a very powerful
reactant that destroys the gas. This second run will therefore
only contain the short-timescale fluctuations. In practice, the
domain in which the pollutant is free from the influence of
the “reactant” should be larger than the local region, to allow
for instances where the LPDM has tracked air parcels that
leave the local region and re-enter after some short time pe-
riod (hours-days). Once obtained, the second run can be sub-
tracted from the first, in order to retain the longer-timescale
variations brought about by a change in emissions from the
local regions. An example of this term is shown in Fig. 2b.
Figure 2 illustrates the value of using the Eulerian model
to account for background fluctuations at a site like Gosan,
South Korea, in which the background mole fraction can
change rapidly, due to the occasional intrusion of south-
ern hemispheric air (these changes are typically seen dur-
ing the summer months). The assumption of constant back-
ground mole fractions during some period, or the identifi-
cation of background measurements, may be difficult dur-
ing such rapidly-fluctuating large-scale transport events (e.g.
Stohl et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2011).
2.5 Summary of sensitivity estimation procedure
Here we will briefly summarize the sensitivity estimation
procedure, explaining the required model runs. The proce-
dure is also outlined in Fig. 3.
1. Obtain LPDM footprints of sufficient back-trajectory
simulation time to more than cover the local emissions
field close to each monitoring site
2. Run the Eulerian model with perturbed initial condi-
tions
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Fig. 4. Average footprints at four AGAGE sites (THD=Trinidad Head, California, MHD = Mace Head, Ireland, GSN = Gosan, South Korea,
CGO = Cape Grim, Tasmania) for the year 2008. Also shown are the locations of two sites (RPB = Ragged Point, Barbados, SMO = Cape
Matatula, Samoa) used to constrain background emissions. The boxes show the extent of the “local” regions in which the LPDM was used
to estimate sensitivities.
3. Run the Eulerian model using a reference emission field
and perturbed emissions from:
– Each non-local region
– The whole (or some sub-divisions) of each local re-
gion with realistic chemistry
– The whole (or some sub-divisions) or each local
region with realistic chemistry within the local re-
gion, and a powerful reactant outside the region
3 Application: estimation of global SF6 emissions
Using the scheme outlined above, we derived global emis-
sion rates of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) for each year between
2007 and 2009 using 6 sites from the AGAGE network. SF6,
which is a powerful and long-lived greenhouse gas, has been
the focus of several recent papers, since its emission rate has
dramatically increased since 2001 (Rigby et al., 2010; Levin
et al., 2010). Rigby et al. (2010) derived regional emissions
from 2004 to 2008 using AGAGE and NOAA measurements.
However, they were only able to constrain emissions from
continent-scale regions. They also noted that, because of this
inversion setup and the relatively coarse-resolution global
Eulerian model used, aggregation- and model resolution-
errors were likely to be leading to poorly modeled mole frac-
tions at some measurement sites such as Gosan, South Korea.
The sensitivities of SF6 observations to initial conditions
and emission rates were estimated using the Eulerian Model
for Ozone and Related Tracers (MOZART v4.5, Emmons
et al., 2010) and the Lagrangian Numerical Atmospheric
Modelling Environment (NAME v3, Ryall et al., 1998; Man-
ning et al., 2011). Prior estimates of global emissions were
taken from the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric
Research (EDGAR v4.0, JRC/PBL, 2009). MOZART was
run at approximately 2.8◦×2.8◦resolution, and NAME at
0.38◦×0.56◦resolution. 36 000 particles were tracked in the
NAME model for 13-days prior to 3-h-average measurement
periods.
Six AGAGE stations were used in the inversion: Mace
Head, Ireland (MHD), Trinidad Head, California (THD),
Gosan, South Korea (GSN), Cape Grim, Tasmania (CGO),
Ragged Point, Barbados (RPB) and Cape Matatula, Ameri-
can Samoa (SMO). The 2008-average footprints for the first
four stations are shown in Fig. 4. Emissions were derived
at high-resolution inside the boxes shown in the figure. The
size of these regions was chosen based on the average foot-
print and the extent of significant emissions, as predicted
by EDGAR. High-resolution emissions were not estimated
around the RPB and SMO sites, since they do not regularly
intercept polluted air (with respect to SF6). These sites were
included in the inversion to help constrain the global back-
ground.
Sensitivities to initial conditions (HIC) were estimated us-
ing MOZART. As described in Sect. 2.1, we estimated the
sensitivity to a change in a uniform mole fraction field at the
start of 2004, and to annual emissions from 2004 to 2006.
Monthly-average mole fractions at each AGAGE site be-
tween 2004 and 2006 were included in the inversion to con-
strain emissions in these years (however, the derived emis-
sions between 2004 and 2006 were assumed to have little
physical meaning, and are therefore not presented below.
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They serve only to set up a realistic mole fraction field at
the start of 2007).
The sensitivity of the measurements to changes in emis-
sions from the six non-local emission regions, excluding the
areas within the boxes in Fig. 4, were estimated using the
MOZART model (HNLE). This was achieved by increasing
the EDGAR emissions by 100% in these regions and tracking
the resultant change in mole fraction at the AGAGE stations,
compared to a reference run (see Fig. 2a). Six continental
regions were used: North America, South America, Europe,
Africa, Asia and Oceania.
To estimate the sensitivity of the measurements to lo-
cal emissions, both models were required. The Lagrangian
model term HLE,LAM was obtained directly from the NAME
model footprints, which were calculated every 3 h. The
term (HLE,EUM) was estimated using two perturbed runs of
the MOZART model for each local region as described in
Sect. 2.4. The first of these perturbed runs approximated the
sensitivity of every measurement to a 1 kg change in emis-
sions originating somewhere within each of the “local” re-
gions. The second, in which the SF6 was destroyed upon
leaving a region 5-degrees larger on each side than the local
regions, served only to remove the pollution events from the
sensitivity to local emissions calculated using the Eulerian
model (since we only wanted to model the pollution events
using the LPDM). The total sensitivity of the observations to
emissions at each grid cell within the local regions was cal-
culated as the sum of these short- and long-timescale com-
ponents (Eq. 4). Figure 2b shows an example of the derived
sensitivities.
In order to reduce the computational load of the inver-
sion, sensitivities to grid-scale emissions within the LPDM
regions were aggregated into a smaller set of emissions re-
gions. Grid cells were aggregated into these sub-regions by
considering: (a) the product of the average footprint and the
EDGAR emissions; (b) the country that they resided in. The
spatial distribution of emissions within each sub-region was
obtained also from EDGAR. Details of the grid cell aggrega-
tion scheme are outlined in the Supplement. Emissions from
approximately 100 local sub-regions were estimated in the
inversion.
Measurements at the six AGAGE sites were used to con-
strain emissions from the aggregated local sub-regions and
background emissions regions. AGAGE measures SF6 at ap-
proximately 2-hourly intervals. However, since we would
expect that model uncertainties might be correlated with a
timescale similar to synoptic variability, measurements were
averaged into 5-day periods. These 5-day average observa-
tions were assumed to be independent in the inversion, and
no uncertainty correlation between the sites was assumed.
The influence of choosing an alternative averaging period
was explored in the emissions uncertainty calculation, out-
lined below.
Following these steps, the vector x contained 4 ini-
tial condition elements, 18 background emissions elements
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Fig. 5. Optimized SF6 emissions surrounding (a) Mace Head, Ire-
land, (b) Trinidad Head, California, (c) Gosan, South Korea, (d)
Cape Grim, Tasmania.
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Fig. 6. Difference between optimized and prior SF6 emissions surrounding (a) Mace Head, Ireland, (b) Trinidad Head, California, (c)
Gosan, South Korea, (d) Cape Grim, Tasmania. Red and blue colors indicate that the optimized values are higher and lower than the prior
respectively.
(6 regions for each year) and approximately 300 local emis-
sions sub-regions (around 100 regions in each year). The
measurement vector y contained approximately 500 5-day
averaged measurements at the six sites for the 2007 to 2009
period, along with monthly averages at the stations between
2004 and 2006 used only to constrain the initial conditions.
Emissions were derived using EDGAR v4.0 a priori.
Emissions from each sub-region within the local regions
were found to follow an exponential probability density func-
tion (PDF) in the inventory (see Supplement). Therefore, an
inversion that assumes that emissions follow a Gaussian PDF
(as in Rigby et al. (2010); Stohl et al. (2009) and many oth-
ers) may not be ideally suited to the problem, and leads to
negative emission rates at some grid cells. To optimally com-
bine the observations, which we assumed had Gaussian un-
certainties, and the prior that followed an exponential PDF,
we used a Markov Chain Monte-Carlo approach.
Following the discussion in Tarantola (2005, 41–55), the
joint PDF of the prior and the observations is given by:
ρa(x)= cρf (x)exp(−12 (y−Hx)
T R−1(y−Hx)) (5)
Where ρf (x) is the prior probability density of x
and the exponent term is the likelihood function of
model–measurement mismatch, (assuming that the model-
measurement uncertainties are normally distributed). The
constant c normalizes the posterior distribution. The model-
measurement error covariance is described by the N×N ma-
trix R. These uncertainties were assumed to be uncorrelated,
so that R was diagonal. The diagonal elements of R were
calculated as the quadratic sum of the measurement repeata-
bility and the scale propagation uncertainty (each assumed
to be 0.05 pmolmol−1, following Rigby et al. (2010)) and an
estimate of the model representation error. The latter was es-
timated as the standard deviation of the variability in the local
influence on the measurements within the measurement aver-
aging period (as predicted by the LPDM and the prior emis-
sions field). We assumed a priori that the initial condition
and non-local emissions elements of x follow Gaussian dis-
tributions, and have a standard deviation equal to their mean
(i.e. 100 % uncertainty). The emissions from the small re-
gions within the local domains were assumed to follow an
exponential distribution. For the ith element of xLE:
ρf (xLE,i)=
{
λie
−λixLE,i , xLE,i≥ 0
0, xLE,i < 0
(6)
The parameter λi is equal to the inverse of the mean of the
distribution (and also the inverse of the standard deviation),
which was obtained from the EDGAR database.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was used to explore
the posterior probability density (Metropolis et al., 1953;
Hastings, 1970; Tarantola, 2005). In this method, the poste-
rior PDF is traversed by a “chain” that propagates according
to some simple rules. Firstly, assume that we are at some
point xk in the state space. We select some new point, xk+1,
to attempt to transition to, using a jumping distribution that
must be symmetrical (a Gaussian distribution was used). The
proposed transition takes place in only one dimension of the
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Fig. 7. Optimized 2007–2009 average emissions (blue bars) and
EDGAR v4.0 2005 emissions (red bars) for: (a) countries with large
emissions within “local” regions; (b) countries with smaller emis-
sions within “local” regions; (c) global totals. The blue error bars
show the 16th to 84th percentile ranges for the posterior distribu-
tion and black error bars show the range of average emission rates,
obtained in the different inversions performed in Sect. 3. Aster-
isks indicate countries that do not entirely reside within the local
regions. The emissions shown for these countries are a fraction of
the national total emissions.
space at a time. We accept the move to the new state, pro-
vided that:
ln(U)≤ ln
(
ρf (xk+1)
ρf (xk)
)
(7)
−1
2
(
(nk+1)T R−1(nk+1)−(nk)T R−1(nk)
)
where U is a uniformly-distributed random number between
0 and 1 and nk is a vector of model-measurement residuals
(y−Hxk). Equation (7) is written as the logarithm of the
usual form, to prevent numerical truncation errors that would
otherwise result from taking the exponent of the second term
on the right-hand side, which can become very large.
It was found that a chain length of 105 was long enough
to produce a solution with a sampling error that was much
smaller than the derived posterior covariance. A “burn-in”
chain of length 105 was used to initiate the solution chain.
The variance of the jumping distribution was adjusted to
obtain an acceptance ratio (the fraction of the total chain
length in which a transition was successful) of between 0.25
and 0.5, to most efficiently sample the posterior distribution
(Roberts et al., 1997).
In addition to the uncertainty estimate provided by the pos-
terior PDF, we investigated the influence of some assump-
tions used in the inversion, on the derived emissions uncer-
tainties. We performed multiple inversions aimed at testing
the influence of: (a) the measurement averaging period (peri-
ods of 1 to 30 days were used); (b) using only afternoon ob-
servations, rather than observations throughout the day and
night; (c) doubling the number of aggregated emission re-
gions within the local domains; (d) SF6 calibration scale un-
certainties, by running the inversion with the observations
increased, and then decreased by 2 % (the estimated scale
uncertainty, Rigby et al., 2010). In the discussion that fol-
lows we quote both the uncertainty derived in the inversion
(the optimal combination of prior and measurement-model
uncertainty), and the range of mean emissions that was ob-
tained in the many separate inversions performed.
4 Results and discussion
The derived emissions fields within the LPDM regions for
the period 2007 - 2009 are shown in Fig. 5, and the deviations
from the EDGAR v4.0 prior, which was compiled for 2005,
are shown in Fig. 6. The optimized fields contain a very large
amount of information. However, the most significant signals
derived in the inversion show that: (a) emissions from most
of the East Asian region appear to be significantly higher than
the inventory, (b) German emissions are lower than in the in-
ventory, (c) emissions from the West coast of the USA and
Canada, and from Southern Australia are somewhat lower
than in the inventory. A summary of the derived emissions
from countries that emit significant quantities of SF6 within
the AGAGE station footprints are shown in Fig. 7, along with
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9887/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9887–9898, 2011
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Fig. 8. Optimized 5-day average SF6 mole fractions (red) and observations (blue) at six AGAGE sites used to derive global emissions.
Shading indicates 1-sigma model–measurement uncertainty.
Table 1. Model performance metrics. The first two columns show the root-mean-square error (RMSE) for the prior and posterior models
compared to the observations. The middle columns show the mean bias between the model and observations. The final two columns show
the squared correlation coefficient for the de-trended models and observations. In all cases the a posteriori initial conditions have been added
to the derived mole fractions.
Station RMSE (pmolmol−1) Bias (pmolmol−1) R2
Prior Posterior Prior Posterior Prior Posterior
MHD 0.14 0.05 0.116 0.020 0.39 0.48
THD 0.16 0.06 0.117 0.016 0.04 0.11
GSN 0.69 0.33 0.547 0.050 0.37 0.52
CGO 0.06 0.02 0.056 0.007 0.53 0.53
RPB 0.16 0.03 0.140 0.011 0.44 0.56
SMO 0.10 0.02 0.089 0.005 0.62 0.64
their derived uncertainties (tabulated emissions, their uncer-
tainties and fractions of countries falling within local regions
are given in the Supplement).
Similar to previous studies, we find that emissions from
all countries close to the Gosan monitoring site were
higher durning 2007–2009 than the EDGAR 2005 estimates
(Vollmer et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011). Our
2007–2009 estimates for emissions from mainland China are
somewhat higher than those estimated by Kim et al. (2010)
for 2008, and are substantially higher than those found us-
ing the Shandianzi station to the North of Beijing by Vollmer
et al. (2009) for 2007. Release rates from China derived by
Li et al. (2011) are also somewhat lower than our estimates,
whilst their Japanese emissions are higher, but within our un-
certainty range. Our South Korean emissions are substan-
tially higher than the Li et al. (2011) estimates. The finding
that East Asian emissions are substantially higher than the
prior, and that European emissions may be lower, are quali-
tatively consistent with the Rigby et al. (2010) regional inver-
sion. The differences in emissions at the national scale found
in these studies is not entirely surprising given the sparse
measurement network. To better constrain these emissions,
expanded regional monitoring networks are clearly required.
The global total emission rate of 7.387.457.31 (7.907.06) Ggyr−1
for 2007–2009 (the first uncertainty is the 16th and 84th per-
centile obtained in the inversion, the figures in brackets are
range in the mean obtained from the ensemble of inversions)
agrees well with the findings of Rigby et al. (2010), who
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derived a value of 7.27±0.6 Ggyr−1 (1-σ uncertainty) for
2008.
The measurements and optimized mole fractions at the
six AGAGE sites used in this work are shown in Fig. 8.
Root-mean-square differences between the prior and poste-
rior models are shown in Table 1, along with mean bias
and correlation coefficients for de-trended model and data.
The variability is found to be very well reproduced at most
sites. Further, the a posteriori mean bias and root-mean-
square errors are generally smaller than the estimated mea-
surement uncertainty. It is particularly striking that excellent
agreement is obtained at Gosan, Korea (posterior de-trended
squared correlation coefficient of 0.52). This site was found
to be poorly modeled using a global Eulerian model by Rigby
et al. (2010, supplementary material). We propose that the
use of high-resolution meteorological fields in this region,
along with reduced aggregation error close to the site is re-
sponsible for this improved agreement. Poorer agreement is
obtained at Trinidad Head, California, which may indicate
transport model inaccuracies in that region, or significant in-
accuracies in the spatial distribution of the local prior emis-
sions field. No attempt was made here to account for system-
atic transport model biases, which could be substantial. This
important term can be estimated by substitution of different
Eulerian or Lagrangian models in the framework, and will be
the subject of future work.
Although no code modification is required for either of the
CTMs, the implementation of this framework can be quite in-
volved. In light of this, and to aid future researchers, the In-
teractive Data Language (IDL) code used to combine NAME
and MOZART sensitivities will be made available upon re-
quest to the corresponding author.
5 Conclusions
We have shown that global and regional emissions of long-
lived trace gases can be derived efficiently by combining Eu-
lerian and Lagrangian chemical transport models. A method
is outlined that allows these emissions to be determined in a
single step. This method has significant advantages over pre-
vious approaches to deriving emissions from a sparse moni-
toring network in that: aggregation errors are minimized by
the use of a Lagrangian particle dispersion model to simu-
late near-field emissions; high-resolution simulations can be
efficiently performed over limited regions close to the mon-
itoring sites; uncertainties can be estimated, along with co-
variances between the far-field and near-field emissions.
Supplement related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9887/2011/
acp-11-9887-2011-supplement.zip.
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